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In the wake of the most recent global economic crisis, government has played 
a prominent role in driving demand for goods and services in South Africa. 
Investment expenditure by public institutions has grown consistently as a 
share of total investment over the past decade. Additionally, South Africa’s 
large welfare system has contributed signi�cantly to rising consumption in the 
country, underpinning the livelihood of many of its citizens. Naturally, however, 
it is unsustainable for any government to spend more than it receives for an 
extended period of time. In this regard, it is the South African private sector 
who are required to step in where government can no longer act. 

In the face of issues such as policy uncertainty and the underdevelopment of 
key economic infrastructure, positive action requires a more socially 
conscious, active citizenry amongst private sector investors.  Rather than 
accept environmental constraints in a passive way, socially responsible 
investments create stability, foster social cohesion, and ultimately improve 
long term returns. The resulting stability will attract even further investment in 
the country, as con�dence in the future improves. Employment gains will 
bolster consumption, af�rming the quality of the investments, as a 
self-reinforcing cycle of healthy consumption and investment growth develops. 
The role of government is then reduced to the referee of a community-driven 
cycle of robust economic growth and improving international competitiveness.

To generate the necessary interest in South Africa as a more attractive 
investment destination, some sacri�ces will need to be made. South African 
unit labour costs – the costs of labour associated with one unit of output – 
have more than doubled over the past 10 years. The result is that our 
industrial companies are becoming less competitive, are facing lower pro�t 
margins, and consequently are less able to employ new workers. Considering 
South Africa’s chronic and abnormally high degree of unemployment, it is 
crucial that the pattern of declining competitiveness and rising costs is 
reversed.

On several fronts this will be an extremely dif�cult task. However, history has 
shown us that it is possible. A decade ago, Germany faced a rapidly increasing 
unemployment rate, with great pressure building on the government budget 
through an overly generous welfare system. In response, the country was 
forced to take signi�cant cut backs in social spending and minimum wage 
growth – a measure which the labour force tolerated in exchange for greater 
job opportunities. Today, Germany has one of the most robust developed 
economies in the world. In 2012, Germany’s exports exceeded its imports by 
$240 billion, a striking indication of its superior competitive position. By 

contrast, South Africa’s international trade position remains under signi�cant 
pressure. 

Clearly, South African employers need to be more sensitive to rising living 
expenses and high levels of dependence, especially amongst low-income 
workers. However, South African employees need to understand the possible 
long term effects of negotiation victories on the very existence of their 
employers. Germany’s success can become a lesson in cooperation and 
discipline to us all.

With the public discourse shifting towards issues of long term sustainability, 
there has been greater recognition from government, business and private 
citizens regarding the importance of being active ambassadors for socially 
responsible investing. For the Oasis Group, responsible and sustainable 
business remains an important consideration in all that we do. Since inception 
our investment-decision making process has been designed to adhere to 
global best practice, including, amongst others, the CFA Code of Ethics and 
Standards of Professional Conduct, the United Nations Principles for 
Responsible Investment, and the King III Code of Governance. Additionally, our 
investment team carefully analyzes all of the companies we invest in to assess 
their compliance with environmental, social, and governance policies.

If you had invested R100 000 into the ethically managed and Shari’ah 
compliant Oasis Crescent Equity Fund in August 1998, your investment would 
have grown to over R1.96 million today. This compares very favourably to the 
average conventional general equity fund, which would have grown to just over 
R770 000 in the same period. The Oasis Crescent Equity Fund has also 
signi�cantly contributed to improving investors’ standard of living, by 
generating annual returns of 22.4%, comfortably beating the average South 
African in�ation rate of 5.9%.

As an investor in the Oasis range of products, you can therefore take comfort 
that not only are your savings earning superior returns, but that you are 
supporting other socially responsible companies committed to uplifting society 
at large. Become an active ambassador for responsible investing, and call your 
advisor today for more information.

For more on active citizenry, socially responsible investing and improving South 
Africa’s competitiveness visit www.oasis.co.za

June is always a special month for Oasis as it marks the anniversary month for 
the company.  This year, Oasis will be celebrating its 16th birthday.  The 
celebration is made even sweeter with the recently released PlexCrown Fund 
Management Survey in which Oasis is ranked as the top Offshore Collective 
Investment Scheme Manager.  As further testimony to this outstanding 
performance and management, Oasis is also the only South African fund 
manager to sustain its S&P gold star status for our global equity funds. 
 
Continuing its philosophy of giving, Oasis Group Holdings made a sizeable 
donation to the Pinelands Muslim Association (PMA) to assist the organisation 
in their endeavours to build an Islamic centre for the ever growing Muslim 
community in the area.
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